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I. INTRODUCTION

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) was signed into law by President Barack Obama on March 23, 2010 making the United States of America (U.S.) part of the vast majority of countries that provide affordable access to health care. However, the U.S. is a fairly new player in the affordable healthcare market, as most European countries introduced similar programs as early as the 1800s. The primary reason European countries implemented such programs so early on was to promote income stabilization and prevent wage loss of the ill.

In the early nineteenth century, American medicine was inefficient and controlled by for-profit organizations. Several institutions tried to change
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this by establishing the Hospital Standardization Program in 1917.\(^5\) Since then, the U.S. has been pushing to improve health care but has faced resistance because of the socialist connotation that universal health care brings with it.\(^6\) Despite passing the ACA, the U.S. falls behind in quality health care compared to many industrialized countries.\(^7\) This article will compare the American health care system to Canada, France, the United Kingdom (U.K.), and Germany, and conclude that the ACA can be improved by changing the way in which the pharmaceutical industry functions by regulating the amount pharmaceutical companies spend on marketing drugs.

II. ACA COMPARED TO THE CANADA HEALTH ACT

The U.S. implemented the ACA to provide affordable care to all citizens, but this health care system does not compare to the success of other health care systems in the world.\(^8\) According to a report by the Commonwealth Foundation, the U.S. has the most expensive health care system in the world but ranks last overall compared to eleven industrialized countries on the quality of its health system.\(^9\) Although the ACA allowed for more people to have health insurance, insurance is still by no means universal.\(^10\) Under the ACA approximately thirty million people remain uninsured.\(^11\) On the other
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hand, the Canada Health Act provides universal health care for all Canadian residents. Unlike in the U.S., there are no financial restrictions to care at the point of service. For example, in Canada, costs are controlled because Canada pays ten percent of its gross domestic product (GDP) for its health care system, covering everyone.

On the other hand, the ACA will do little to curtail insurance industry profits and will actually increase insurance industry profits. In the U.S., under the ACA, costs continue to rise. The U.S. pays eighteen percent of its GDP on health care and still does not cover millions of people. In Canada, the government negotiates drug prices so they are more affordable. These financial barriers exist because American pharmaceutical companies spend billions of dollars on marketing their drugs.

Drug companies claim that they need to make billions of dollars on their medicines because of medical research and the risk of being unsuccessful. However, the U.S., with less than five percent of the world’s population, buys more than half of its prescription drugs at prices aimed at funding the rest of the industrial world, where the same drugs cost much less. Pharmaceutical companies in the U.S. determine the price of prescription drugs, whereas pharmaceutical prices in Canada are subject to federal price limits. The lack of regulation over pharmaceutical companies in the U.S. allows these companies to set drug prices whatever levels the market will allow. By allowing this much autonomy, drug prices increase and as a result so do out-of-pocket costs for consumers.

III. ACA COMPARED TO THE FRENCH HEALTHCARE SYSTEM

The French health care system provides all citizens with health care by both private and governmental entities. Although the French system is expensive, it provides universal coverage for every citizen. On the other hand, American health care remains expensive and still leaves millions of people uninsured. In 2007, pharmaceutical companies attempted to pass a bill in France that would allow for direct-to-consumer advertising (DTC). The bill failed to pass because critics believed that the plan’s purpose was to increase the amount of drugs consumed and thereby increase drug industry costs.
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French citizens believe that DTC is an advertising tactic with the purpose of increasing company profits and therefore did not allow the bill to pass.\textsuperscript{30}

The success of France’s health care system is attributed to maintaining cost control over the health industry by regulating drug prices rather than engaging in DTC.\textsuperscript{31} The government approves drug prices, taking into account feedback from the manufacturers, and reimburses the manufacturers.\textsuperscript{32} By keeping the cost of drugs at a low price through regulatory measures, savings can be put towards complimentary health insurance for those who cannot afford it.\textsuperscript{33} France is able to provide universal care and the U.S cannot reform to such a health care plan unless fundamental changes are made in the health care industry such as involving the government to set price limits for drug prices.\textsuperscript{34}

\section*{IV. ACA COMPARED TO THE UNITED KINGDOM’S NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE PROGRAM}

The United Kingdom’s National Health System (NHS) is funded through taxation and provides a wide variety of free health services for individuals who are legal residents in the U.K.\textsuperscript{35} In 2008, health care spending was sixteen percent of the GDP in the U.S., while it was only 8.7\% in the U.K.\textsuperscript{36}

The NHS compensates for almost all drugs and approximately eighty-
five percent of drugs are distributed at no cost to the patient. Although the NHS does not directly regulate drug prices, the Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme (PPRS) regulates companies’ profits on sales to the NHS. Therefore, drug companies can set the price of a new drug, but will be limited on the return rate of its capital for all products sold to the NHS. The PPRS requires the return on capital for each product sold to the NHS to stay within the amount negotiated with that company.

If a drug company wants to increase the price of a drug, it must seek approval from the PPRS. However, drug prices can be lowered without asking for approval. Additionally, the NHS allows consumers to pay a flat fee per prescription or a certain amount annually for an unlimited number of prescriptions. These regulations have allowed for less government spending in pharmaceutical companies resulting in universal health care for all citizens in the U.K.

The most practical way for the U.S. to have affordable care is to use the process the U.K. has implemented. Because drug regulation is banned in the U.S., an easier route for the government would be to set up a program similar to the PPRS in which the government would not directly regulate drugs but assign caps to how a pharmaceutical company can profit off a drug. If the U.S. implements such a policy, it could reduce the cost of drugs and thereby spend less of its GDP to fund the healthcare system. The money saved from drug cost and marketing would be put towards funding a
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PPRS program and inexpensive drugs could finally be accessible to the public.

V. ACA COMPARED TO GERMANY

Germany has a broad national health service that provides universal health care for the entire population.\textsuperscript{46} Germany’s health care system is decentralized and funded by taxes, co-payments, and workplace contributions.\textsuperscript{47} The health care system includes nonprofit insurance funds that provide coverage for everyone except the wealthiest percentage of the population, who can buy private insurance coverage.\textsuperscript{48}

Similar to those in the U.S., drug companies in Germany have the freedom to price prescription and generic drugs.\textsuperscript{49} Additionally, such companies can change the prices at their own will.\textsuperscript{50} Unlike the U.S. however, Germany’s health care system controls reimbursement by classifying drugs into groups based on which drug has a close substitute.\textsuperscript{51} Then each group has set a single price that is the cap reimbursement price for all drugs in the group.\textsuperscript{52} The process by which Germany implements its health care system allows for cost control that results in universal and affordable care for all its citizens. In order for the U.S. to be truly affordable, it could implement some of the policies that Germany utilizes such as capping reimbursement for drugs. By doing this, drugs will be more affordable in the U.S. and the excess money the government uses to support pharmaceutical spending can be used to expand the ACA to every citizen at a low cost.\textsuperscript{53}
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VI. DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER MARKETING IN THE U.S IMPACTS HEALTH CARE COSTS

The common denominator in international healthcare systems mentioned above is that each has some process to regulate pharmaceutical drugs. In order for the U.S. to be a contender in the list of countries with the best healthcare systems, it must change the way pharmaceutical companies function. One of the biggest factors that contributes to the cost of drugs in the U.S. is the high expense incurred through marketing and lobbying efforts.\(^\text{54}\)

Prescription drug prices in the U.S. are high in order to balance the costs that pharmaceutical companies spend on marketing their products.\(^\text{55}\) In the U.S., not only does DTC advertising raise the cost of drugs, it can have adverse effects on the public due to misinformation.\(^\text{56}\) In a poll cited by the bill maker, forty-three percent of individuals surveyed thought only completely safe drugs could be advertised and twenty-one percent thought only very effective drugs could be advertised.\(^\text{57}\)

The U.S. spends approximately one thousand dollars per person per year on pharmaceuticals.\(^\text{58}\) This is twice as much as France and Germany and roughly forty percent more than Canada.\(^\text{59}\) Prices in the U.S. for brand-name patented drugs are fifty to sixty percent higher than in France and twice as high as in the U.K.\(^\text{60}\) The reason for this discrepancy is that most European countries have centralized health care systems in which govern-
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ment agencies regulate the prices of medicines and set limits to the amount for which they will compensate.\textsuperscript{61}

In the U.S., however, insurers agree to the price determined by drug-makers and cover the cost with large copayments.\textsuperscript{62} If there are competing drugs, insurers possess more bargaining power and have the ability to negotiate prices with manufacturers in exchange for lower cost sharing for patients.\textsuperscript{63} In off-patent markets, the competition is fierce and prices of generic drugs are low.\textsuperscript{64} Generic drug dispersion is increasing in the U.S. and typically within six months of a patent expiring on a drug, the generic substitute will account for eighty percent of the market.\textsuperscript{65} Generics drugs account for twenty-eight percent of pharmaceutical expenditures and eighty-four percent of drugs distributed in the U.S.\textsuperscript{66}

Additionally, drug companies spend twice as much on marketing drugs than on research and development.\textsuperscript{67} This is because there is no regulatory system in place to monitor pharmaceutical spending and American taxpayer dollars go towards initial research and development, which allows pharmaceutical companies to focus profits on marketing tactics.\textsuperscript{68} This results in Americans paying for drugs twice: first, through taxes used to finance initial research and development, and then second by paying for the expensive drugs which are priced high because of marketing costs.\textsuperscript{69}

However, the ACA does not provide any incentive for pharmaceutical companies to lower prices and it does not adopt any of features used by European countries capping the cost of the drugs.\textsuperscript{70} Rather than market drugs
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directly to consumers the U.S could implement a program similar to the one provided by the, European Commission. This program allows manufacturers to certify the efficiency of their drugs with the European Economic Community, the European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products and present them to the marketplace. Europe controls increasing health care costs by regulating the drug market. By contrast, the prices of most drugs in the U.S. will increase and so will the profit margins for pharmaceutical companies. As a result, affordable care will be an unreachable goal for the U.S. In order to be truly accessible and affordable the U.S. must learn from its international counterparts on how to manage pharmaceutical spending. By regulating marketing practices and controlling the cost of drugs, the government will ensure that pharmaceutical companies spend less on business tactics, and that money can be used to implement programs that can regulate pharmaceutical spending.

VII. CONCLUSION

Access to affordable health insurance and health care are factors that are remediable with reasonable effort, as is demonstrated by the fact that the United States is alone among industrialized countries in failing to guarantee at least some level of basic, non-emergency care for its population. Although prescription drug spending is a small portion (11%) of personal health care spending, it is one of its fastest growing areas, increasing at fast rates in each of the past seven years. Limiting how much pharmaceutical
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companies spend on marketing could provide for more funding in other areas of public health.

Congress should limit DTC advertising for pharmaceutical companies. By doing this, these drug companies will cut their marketing costs and use those savings on producing cheaper drugs. This will allow for the government to spend less of the health care budget on drug costs and use it towards expanding the ACA to provide accessible and affordable care for everyone.